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Validation of cell-derived CMap signatures

The Connectivity Map (CMap)
mRNA expression database to connect genes to drugs to diease
Perturbation with gene knock-down, knock-out, overexpression or drug
treatment in 9 core cell lines

Web apps accelerate discovery

Expect sets of outlier gene expression to connect strongly to signatures of knock-down or overexpression of the same gene
Connectivity to ADAM10 knock-down in MCF7

ADAM10 Expression in BRCA
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The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)

Connection recovery

Database of key genomic changes across major types of cancer
- mRNASeq, mutations, copy number alterations
Publically accessable to researchers around the world
Patient-derived data
High sample numbers - 1093 sequenced breast cancer tumors

Low ADAM10 expression looks similar to ADAM10 knock-down
Enrichment score

- Method development
- Data processing, statistics, visualization of results
- Are cell-derived CMap signatures applicable to patient-derived data?
- Different system, experimental methods
- Can a comparison tell us something new about cancer biology?
- Sets of patients with alterations
- Individuals with exceptional characteristics

Methods
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- Validation of CMap signature
- Applicable to patient-derived data
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CMap gives a clue into cancer biology
Three use cases

1) Define a differential expression signature from each TCGA sample
2) CMap query gives a connectivity score to each perturbation
experiment in each cell line
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Comparing LUAD samples with KEAP1 mutations to CMap

KEAP1: Altered in 20% of lung adenocarcinoma tumors
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How can we integrate the two databases?
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Outlier sample sets with a matched knock-down or
overexpression signature in at least one cell line
number significant at p=0.01 / total number
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Rapid hypothesis testing with a new sample set of interest. Useful
for biologists to explore new ideas.

Is there a link between KEAP1 and STK11 signaling?
Collaborate and experiment to find out.
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3) Define a sample set based on characteristic of interest
[ outlier gene expression | mutation | copy number alteration ]

2) Query with custom sample sets

A signature of HDAC activation is predictive of survival in LUAD
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best survival-correlated compound
perturbagens are HDAC inhibitors
Top 50 positive connections to
belinostat aggregated signature

- Positive connection to HDAC inhibitors correlated with survival
- Negative connections to HDAC6 knock-down correlated with poor prognosis
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Significant enrichment at top of ranked list.
Conclusion: BRCA samples with mutant TP53
have similar gene expression signatures as
knocking down TP53 in MCF7
Enrichment testing: Weighted Connectivity
Score measurement
Significance: permutation-based p-value
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Future directions
- Pilot investigation handled 5 cohorts
- Expand to the rest of TCGA
- Other large-scale expression databases
- GEO data, TOX21
- Release and promote web apps
- Open source soon!
- Dive further into biological findings
- KEAP1/STK11 findings
- Compile list of best CMap perturbagens
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4) Test for enrichment at top/bottom of ranked connectivity scores
- Sets with strong enrichment: alteration is similar to CMap signature
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Investigate novel data with our methods. Bring in your own
expression data and sample sets.
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Connectivity scores to aggregated CMap signatures tested for correlation with survival (cox regression)
TP53

3) Use external expression data

The #1 connection in all of CMap aggregated signatures: STK11 knock-down.
STK11 regulates AMPK signaling - effects on metabolism, energy homeostasis

Nrf2

Degradation

Users can explore the results of our investigation with a set of
default sample sets.
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Validation of signature: KEAP1 mutants are similar to KEAP1 knock-down
Confirmation of biological interaction: KEAP1 mutants are opposite to NRF2
knock-down, similar to NRF2 overexpression

KEAP1 sequesters NRF2 in the
cytoplasm. Mutations or CNA
should disrupt this interaction.
What does CMap say?

1) Explore pre-computed results
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Subsets of patients that will have differential
response to HDAC inhibitors ?
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